ABSTRACT Event processing systems serve as a middleware between the Internet of Things (IoT) and the application layer by allowing users to subscribe to events of interest. Due to the increase of multimedia IoT devices (i.e. traffic camera), the types of events created are shifting more toward unstructured (multimedia) data. Therefore, there is a growing demand for efficient utilization of effective processing of streams of both structured events (i.e. sensors) and unstructured multimedia events (i.e. images, video, and audio). However, current event processing engines have limited or no support for unstructured event types. In this paper, we described a generalized approach that can handle Internet of Multimedia Things (IoMT) events as a native event type in event processing engines with high efficiency. The proposed system extends event processing languages with the introduction of operators for multimedia analysis of unstructured events and leverages a deep convolutional neural network based event matcher for processing image events to extract features. Furthermore, we show that neural network based object detection models can be further optimized by leveraging subscription constraints to reduce time complexity while maintaining competitive accuracy. Our initial results demonstrate the feasibility of a generalized approach toward IoMT-based event processing. Application areas for generalized event processing include traffic management, security, parking, and supervision activities to enhance the quality of life within smart cities.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoTs) is designed to support intelligent systems. Event based systems are introduced to serve as a middleware between the Internet of Things and its applications. They are based on tracking and analyzing (processing) streams of information (structured data) about things that happen (events) and deriving a conclusion from them [1] . Publish/subscribe systems form the basis for event processing systems to facilitate smooth interactions between publishers and subscribers. Event processing systems are designed to process the subscription of a user in the form of a language for rules and query the structured events [2] . In addition to structured data, diverse sensors within smart cities are producing huge amounts of unstructured (multimedia) data. For instance, processing readings from temperature or energy sensors are examples of structured events and events produced by traffic cameras relate to traffic awareness, like traffic light switching, car parking, pedestrian detection, etc., belongs to unstructured events. Due to the lack of support for processing multimedia events in existing event-based systems, there is the need for an Internet-of-MultimediaThings (IoMT) based event processing system which can also process images/videos. IoMT can be defined as an IoT-based paradigm which allows objects to connect and exchange structured as well as unstructured data with one another to facilitate multimedia-based services and applications within smart cities [3] .
Image processing is a relevant domain in the context of smart cities and object detection is a common challenge in this area [4] . Most of the existing real-time image-based systems are efficient in recognizing objects while having domain specific characteristics. Deep convolutional neural networks [5] are proven to be suitable for the application of image classification in achieving high performance results.
As deep learning has made significant progress in the field of image recognition, it is desirable to bring its capabilities to identify objects, in smart cities infrastructure.
Existing event processing systems [6] are not designed to consume unstructured event types produced by the IoMTgenerated events and there is no provision of multimedia query languages for events. At the same time, image processing systems [7] , [8] are focused on handling real-time data and are highly efficient in recognizing objects in image events, but most are domain specific, and are not constructed by considering the event-based paradigm. Since there is limited provision of any query language in image processing systems, user expressiveness is also very low. Currently, developers have to build an application every time to merge the results of event processing and image processing systems for the efficient consumption of multimedia event data, which ultimately requires high setup cost with challenges in merging the results between both systems. Thus, there is a need for an IoMT aware event processing engine to support adaptive multimedia services between heterogeneous event environment and applications within smart cities.
To realize the goal of processing and analyzing IoMT based events as native event type with high performance, an event based Multimedia Stream Processing Engine (MSPE) is proposed along with an optimization technique, consisting of neural network based feature extraction operators, which extends event query language to support multimedia analysis within event-based systems. Within MSPE the user can define subscriptions using the proposed detect operator based on object detection. The subscription is used by the object detection model to choose the relevant classifier which is needed to identify the prescribed attribute. We proposed an optimization model which uses subscriptions at two different stages: (1) analyzing the query, and (2) optimize the processing of a neural network based matcher based on subscriptions constraints. The resulting model is proficient in processing multimedia event streams belongs to multiple applications while achieving high throughput and comparable accuracy which also confirms its generalizability within smart cities infrastructure.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• An architecture for a multimedia stream processing engine with neural network based event matcher using feature extraction.
• The ''detect'' operator in event query languages to support object detection in multimedia events.
• A neural network based matcher optimized based on subscription constraints. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. An introduction of IoMT with brief description of IoT is presented in Section-II. An outline to motivate the problem formulation is presented in Section-III. A brief overview of existing techniques with background are presented in Section-IV. Details of the proposed approach with implementation are discussed in Section-V.
Simulation results and comparisons are given in Section-VI. Lastly, concluding remarks and avenues for future work appear in Section-VII.
II. INTERNET OF MULTIMEDIA THINGS (IOMT)
Traditionally, Internet of Things (IoT) can be defined as a ''network of interconnected objects embedded with sensors to acquire information and to make this information available on the Internet'' [9] . The basic idea of IoT is to empower the things so that they can gather information, understand each other and are able to interact with one another to reach the common goal of an intelligent system [10] , [11] . Technological advancement in the field of Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID), sensing and actuating capabilities is an important step towards the direction of IoT which enables the understanding of the world without the intervention of humans. The evolution of IoT from RFID tags to sensors and actuators and then towards virtualization of real-world objects, confirms the potential of IoT to change the physical objects into smart objects [9] . Much of the research on IoT is focused on improving the efficiency of handling large scale real-time data with limited consideration for the challenges of multimedia processing. The need to enable smart objects with the power of observing, sensing and understanding of the world through multimedia data in an efficient way, shifts the focus of research from conventional IoT to multimedia-based IoT [12] - [16] .
The Internet of Multimedia Things (IoMT) is the term coined recently to represent multimedia communications using IoT. IoMT can be defined as an IoT-based paradigm which allows objects to connect and exchange structured as well as unstructured data with one another to facilitate multimedia-based services and applications [3] . As the concept of integrating multimedia with IoT is very recent, it has been referred in the literature with IoMT and MIoT synonymously, and needs standardization. In literature [3] , [9] , [17] , IoMT has also been realized as additional challenges over IoT which may include Security, Routing, Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE) concerns, Heterogeneity of multimedia sensors etc. Layered based protocols have been presented for handling the challenges of QoE associated with concept of Multimedia IoT (MIoT) and analyzed using IoT based vehicle application [18] , [19] . Similarly, challenges related to low cost data acquisition [20] and efficient cloud based transmissions [21] , including robust multicast routing [22] , have also been realized due to high bandwidth requirements of multimedia applications in the Internet of Things [23] . Table 1 represents a comparison of IoT and IoMT based technologies on the basis of a layered architecture [10] . It includes distinguished functionalities across sensing, network, service and application layer that should be taken into consideration for analyzing Internet of Things with/without Multimedia data. The high power consumption of multimedia sensor nodes as compared to scalar sensor nodes is one of the most important factors that affects efficient multimedia communications over IoT. In existing research, IoT focuses on the sensing, actuating and networking techniques relying on deployed RFID tags which is moving/shifting towards video and audio sensors for the processing of multimedia traffic. Scalar Sensors data coming from various sources of temperature, light, humidity, etc., are relatively structured with limited heterogeneity as compared to unstructured (multimedia) data. The fixed bandwidth of IoT based systems, which is usually low due to the expectation of small size packets, is not sufficient to analyze high bandwidth multimedia data. Moreover, communication protocols are also not standardized for multimedia data which associate challenges in designing of multimedia based applications over existing Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Multimedia streaming (especially videos) is one of the most common type of events within applications of smart cities. However, it is clear from the analysis that existing approaches lack support for specialized middleware [12] to provide services required by IoMT-based applications.
III. MULTIMEDIA STREAM PROCESSING A. PRELIMINARIES
• Information Flow Processing (IFP) refers to an application domain in which information is collected from multiple producers (distributed sources i.e. sensors) and processed to extract relevant information within timeliness [1] . Examples of IFP applications may include environmental monitoring, financial applications, fraud detection, inventory management, manufacturing control systems etc.
• Sensor Networks consisting of sensing nodes communicating in a dynamic environment to exchange information which can be in the form of scalar (structured) or multimedia (unstructured) data. Conventionally Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) tags form the basis of wireless sensor networks.
• Middleware provides general-purpose services between distributed (multiple) platforms and domain-specific applications.
• Publish/Subscribe is a message-oriented interaction paradigm in which publishers send messages to the middleware, and the consumers express their particular interest for receiving messages [1] , [2] .
• Stream Processing refers to the processing of data streams with provision of querying active databases arriving in arbitrary order and perform actions on appearance of specific conditions, by considering time and size constraints. Stream processing evolved into event processing systems for association of notifications to subscriptions on matching of events, which can be further explained with the following entities: -Events: An event is anything that happens and is the significant observable occurrence. -Subscriptions: Subscription is a registration and association of an event action to indicate that a particular event is of interest to the user. Usually, it is an expression of subscriptions to match an event, if all primitive constraints are satisfied. -Matcher: The matcher is responsible for analyzing events and communicating them according to relevant subscriptions. In an event paradigm, the matcher will detect single events or pattern of events depending on the complexity of the matcher.
B. MOTIVATION
Recently, leveraging Internet of Things (IoT) for the processing of information related to various large-scale real-time data processing applications is becoming a popular trend to realize the goal of smart cities. However, the multimedia communication is gradually becoming an important source of information in multiple scenarios including traffic management, security, supervision activities, terrorist attacks and natural hazards. In the current scenario, existing multimediabased communication technologies are domain specific and research on IoT mainly focuses on handling the challenges of big data excluding multimedia, leaving a gap between the advancement of IoT and multimedia-based technologies. The enormous generation of multimedia data within smart cities belonging to increasing number of applications, imposes a requirement of efficient handling of multimedia based events.
1) MOTIVATIONAL SCENARIOS
Since image recognition is the most common challenge in the context of smart cities, consider scenarios of object detection (shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 1a ) and producing multimedia events consisting of bus status related information. In the first image, the bus has already arrived at the bus stand and in the second there is no bus. If we have a system to answer such types of queries then it will be easy for users to monitor such a situation.
Example 2 (Car Parking): If a user subscribes for car parking events such as ''Is Parking spot empty?'', this type of query can be answered using multimedia events (shown in Fig. 1b ) related to the parking status of one parking lot with the presence and absence of the car.
2) CURRENT APPROACHES
In the current framework, real-time image events within smart cities are analyzed using image processing systems by adding the capabilities of event based systems. Based on real time video analysis, a real time event detector [24] is constructed for each action of interest by learning a cascade off filters based on volumetric features that efficiently scan video sequences in space and time. The presented system follows the model based approach for event detection, for constructing a framework to analyze videos efficiently. Another technique [25] targets video stream for the analysis of moving objects in the scene. It also provides a configuration for event detection and behavior analysis of video-surveillance streams. Due to the low expressiveness for user query and lack of provision of publish-subscribe paradigm, the merging of event based systems with image processing systems is an essential requirement. However, the need of integration of event based model for the processing of videos, limits the performance of the system and also requires high setup cost. Similarly video event monitoring systems [7] , [8] [26] have been developed for real-time traffic management in smart cities. These systems are focused on handling the multimedia (unstructured) events with the aim of having high efficiency, but most of them are domain specific and cannot be generalized for multiple applications. Fig. 2 illustrates the current implementation of processing multimedia events within smart cities. It consists of two key components: image processing system and event processing system to handle IoMT based events. Image based systems are responsible for analyzing images/video using domain specific feature extraction methods. On the other hand, event based systems provide the publish-subscribe paradigm to facilitate distributed interaction in large-scale applications. Thus, these two components need to be merged using another application to support user request across both systems.
3) TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS
Due to the lack of middleware support between heterogeneous environment and its applications, merging of image and event processing systems is the best possible solution for efficient handling of adaptive multimedia events. In order to accomplish the task of combining both types of systems, developers have to build dedicated applications for the respective domain which suffer from the following limitations:
• Need for an application to process IoMT generated data with change of application domain.
• High setup cost of combining image and event processing systems, which hinders the growth of multimedia based applications and thus resulting the main cause of restricted consumption of multimedia data.
• Variance in performance due to repetitive implementation of merging procedures with respect to application domains having different requirements/criteria. Practically, it is not possible to design an application each time with change of application domain for the efficient consumption of multimedia data, thus it is necessary to develop a generalized approach that can handle multimedia events using IoT based technologies. In order to process the Internet of Multimedia Things based generated data as native event type, we must need to implement the multimedia aware event based system which can serve as a middleware to support adaptive multimedia services between heterogeneous environment and its applications within smart cities.
C. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 1) REQUIREMENTS
The following requirements are tackled in this paper to process multimedia events with high performance, within an event based paradigm:
• Support of unstructured multimedia events which may contain information in the form of images or video. • High accuracy of feature extraction method used with matcher.
• Low execution time of feature extraction for the processing of multimedia events.
2) RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The above requirements can be further elaborated into the following research questions: 1) How can we perform feature extraction for IoMT events with high performance? 2) How can we optimize feature extraction based on subscription constraints?
3) PROBLEM STATEMENT Based on the above requirements and research questions, this paper is focused on the designing of a generalized event processing system that can consume Internet of Multimedia Things (IoMT) generated data as a native event type, support multimedia analytics, and react to users situations of interest with high performance.
IV. RELATED WORK A. EVENT-BASED SYSTEMS
Traditionally, event based systems follow this model for the processing of structured event streams such as SIENA [27] . This approach realizes an event notification service using matching on events with high scalability and user expressiveness that supports structured (scalar) events. Similarly, a semantic based publish/subscribe system [28] targets the heterogeneity of structured events at the middleware level to operate over existing publish/subscribe paradigm on the basis of ontologies. Approximate semantic matching [29] is one of the recent methods designed for handling heterogeneous event in the field of event based systems. Existing eventbased systems are only focused on structured events for the processing of subscriptions of a user and with no provision of handling the feature extraction requirements of multimedia events.
B. IMAGE-BASED SYSTEMS 1) REAL-TIME BASED IMAGE PROCESSING
Image processing is a method to convert an image into digital form and perform operations on it, in order to extract useful information. The goal of manipulation of images at different levels of complexity, can be broadly classified into three categories: preprocessing, analyzing, and understanding of an image. Higher-level processing of images involves ''making sense'' which may include representation, description and recognition of objects. There has been substantial research in the area of image processing, where systems are focused on handling real-time data and are highly efficient in recognizing objects in image events. In the paper [7] , an efficient real time traffic sign recognition scheme is proposed using intelligent vehicles. A traffic recognition system is used to automatically inform the driver about the traffic sign information by a head up display (HUD) monitor or audio device. In terms of requirements, unstructured events are covered by the traffic recognition system but only for traffic images and especially for detecting circular and triangular shapes with the requirement of specific mathematical equations for particular shapes. However, the accuracy of the system is quite high with acceptable execution time, given that all events are related to traffic signs and cannot be generalizable. A software architecture for Video based Traffic Congestion Prediction is presented in [8] . The paper includes two contributions; firstly it presents an embedded computer vision system which collects traffic data. Secondly it reports an innovative method for predicting traffic congestions. From the perspective of requirements, the presented system achieves the real-time performance in terms of analyzing traffic in advance while struggling for achieving high accuracy. The data collected for the enhancement of performance is only specific for the twolane motorway, thus it is far for its commercialism and cannot be generalized for handling all types of unstructured events. Similarly most of the existing image based systems [26] , [30] are domain specific, and they cannot be applied in VOLUME 6, 2018 multiple situations. Moreover, because of a limited user interface, expressiveness for the user is low in these types of systems.
FIGURE 3.
You only look once (YOLO) [31] .
2) DEEP NEURAL NETWORK BASED IMAGE PROCESSING
In the domain of image recognition, deep convolutional neural networks are capable of achieving record-breaking results using purely supervised learning [4] , [5] . You only look once (YOLO) is a machine learning based approach for object detection [31] , [35] (shown in Fig. 3 ). It predicts both bounding boxes and class probabilities in an image to detect multiple objects of multiple classes. It is pre-trained on the Image Net [36] , Pascal VOC [37] , and Microsoft COCO [38] datasets. Training is based on a neural network based model having 20 convolutional layers including average pooling layer and fully connected layer. YOLO can detect more than 200 classes; it predicts detections for more than 9000 different object categories while running in real-time. In recent trends, it is fast and accurate which meet the expected requirements of execution methods for processing unstructured events. Since YOLO is designed only for the purpose of object detection based applications, it is only applicable for the domain of image recognition while processing unstructured events within smart cities. In order to satisfy the requirements of execution method and processing of unstructured events on a broader perspective, it is essential to examine optimization techniques related to training configuration of DNN based methods. Several researchers investigate the impact of class distribution over classifier performance and concluded with general guidelines, that for a particular dataset a different class distribution may lead to substantial improvements in classifier's performance [39] - [41] .
C. MULTIMEDIA-QUERY LANGUAGES
There are few languages like CVQL, SVQL, SPARQL-MM which can process multimedia data [42] . Content-based video query language (CVQL) is an extended version of existing structured query languages, that allows querying in video databases [32] . It is based on the spatial and temporal relationships of the content objects. Videos are divided into different classes, and then into their respective hierarchical categories. For example videos can be divided into sports, politics, economics, etc., and sports can be further classified into basketball and tennis. CVQL requires the knowledge of classes of fixed domain, thus cannot fulfill the requirement of processing any type of unstructured events. Moreover, performance requirements are not addressed in this work. SVQL is based on the structure of sequential query language SQL with videos [33] by modifying the ''where'' clause to process them. It is more expressive as it includes a variable declaration, structure specification, feature specification and spatial-temporal specification in addition to the existing conditional expressions. With respect to requirements, the SVQL expressions are generalizable for handling unstructured events, however, execution methods have not been evaluated for efficiency and accuracy. Similarly, SPARQL-MM [42] is also an extended version of SPARQL, by introducing spatio-temporal filter and aggregation functions for multimedia data. Although processing unstructured data is the primary goal of SPARQL-MM, it is not focused on its performance requirements. The goal of the MPEG Query Format (MPQF) is to facilitate and unify access to distributed multimedia repositories. MPQF can be used as a standard interface for multimedia retrieval engines [34] . It has the ability to access distributed multimedia repositories and uses an interactive feedback approach to improve efficiency which is not a recommended solution for real-time applications.
As a result of the analysis of related work, Table 2 shows a comparison of existing approaches with mapping of requirements (suggested in Section-III-C.1) for the proposed system.
It is clear from the research reviewed that there is no event processing system that can process unstructured events, in addition to structured events. Also, no image based systems are able to support the event-based paradigm with high user expressibility. Deep neural network based methods open new paths in the direction of image recognition techniques that can be beneficial in the design of multimedia event processing based systems. Moreover, the potential improvement in performance of the system with changes in configuration of classifiers can be useful for the further optimization of existing neural network based systems.
V. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this paper we propose a generalized approach for handling IoMT-based events which can be broadly classified into two categories according to their abstraction levels: (i) providing a generalized multimedia aware middleware; and (ii) facilitating multimedia events services using deep convolutional neural networks.
A. GENERALIZED IOMT-BASED MIDDLEWARE
In order to process IoMT based data, a multimedia streamprocessing engine has been proposed within event-based services which can serve as middleware between multimedia heterogeneous sensor networks and their application portal within smart cities. Fig. 4 demonstrates the interaction of the proposed system with wireless sensor networks for different domain-specific applications using middleware. The incorporated IoMT-aware middleware provides event based services by consuming events (scalar/multimedia) generated from sensors (like camera, RFID tags, temperature sensors etc.), process them using multimedia event processing engine and react to users accessing multiple types of applications. The enhanced event processing engine for IoMT events at the middleware, enables the analysis of multimedia (unstructured) data along with scalar (structured) data. Moreover, it also permits easy migrations from one domain to another within multimedia processing, using an adaptable feature extraction model that may encompasses multiple types of operators. Examples of events to support the proposed generalized approach can be analyzed along two dimensions: 1) Nature of Events:
• Scalar • Multimedia 2) Application of Events:
The proposed framework is generalizable to support different kinds of operations on multiple application events, using existing event processing query languages and proposed multimedia feature extraction model, irrespective of their domain and nature of events.
B. DNN-BASED MULTIMEDIA EVENT PROCESSING
The proposed Multimedia Stream-Processing Engine (MSPE) is based on event processing, multimedia analysis, and deep convolutional neural networks, to meet the requirements of IoMT based systems in real-time. The incorporation of event-based systems with multimedia analysis provides the support for processing of multimedia events streams within the publish-subscribe paradigm. Deep convolutional networks based techniques are included with multimedia analysis to facilitate the processing of IoMT generated data with high performance. Deep Neural Network (DNN) based feature extraction is proposed in the form of operators, which extends the event query language to support multimedia analysis within event-based systems. A new ''detect'' operator has been developed to provide the requisite feature extraction, for the purpose of detection of objects inside image events.
In order to accomplish the goal of processing IoMT based events, the proposed approach can be summarized as the contribution of three systems shown in Fig. 5 with their respective endeavor. The system must design and implement an event processing engine with multimedia analysis using deep convolutional neural network based techniques to process multimedia event streams in publish-subscribe paradigm with high performance.
With respect to the research questions in Section-III-C, we propose an IoMT based model using ''DNN based Feature Extraction Operator'' and its optimization with the use of a subscription based ''Classifier Division and Selection'' approach.
C. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
On the basis of an architecture of existing Information Flow Processing (IFP) systems [1] , a functional model (shown in Fig. 6 ) has been designed for a Multimedia Stream Processing Engine (MSPE) that consists of a matcher, Multimedia Event Processing Language (MEPL) statement, Subscription Covering based Optimization, feature extraction and a collection of classifiers.
1) RECEIVER
Event Sources (''sensors'' in the present case) create events, which gets received by the Receiver, that sends events to MSPE for the processing. Receiver implements the transport protocol to communicate information over the network [1] . It is also responsible for receiving information in the form of events from multiple sources and act as an intermediator to send them one by one to the information flow processing (IFP) system which is multimedia stream processing engine in the proposed method. 
2) MULTIMEDIA STREAM PROCESSING ENGINE (MSPE) a: MATCHER
The matcher is responsible for the detection of conditions which hold in image events according to the user query (which has been evaluated using MEPL statements) and the propagation of notifications to the forwarder according to the condition detected in multimedia events.
b: MULTIMEDIA EVENT PROCESSING LANGUAGE (MEPL)
Subscriptions are received by MEPL Statement, with ''Image Event'' from matcher which analyzes the structure of query and instantiates a feature extraction model while using Subscription Covering based Optimization for filtering commonalities. MEPL will be responsible for resolving the signatures of operators associated with multimedia event based query languages such as the ''Detect'' operator in the present scenario described in Section-V-E.
c: SUBSCRIPTION COVERING BASED OPTIMIZATION
Subscription Covering based Optimization receives subscribed keywords with identifiers of subscribers from MEPL. It removes common keywords to consider them only once for further processing of multimedia events and sends the aggregated subscriptions to the Feature Extraction model. For instance, if multiple subscribers are looking for the same object (say ''person''), then the keyword ''person'' should be analyzed once associated with multiple subscribers.
d: FEATURE EXTRACTION
The feature extraction model performs operations on image events according to the subscriptions using image processing operators (''detect'' operator in the present case) and a collection of classifiers. The DNN based feature extraction model is presently using ''You Only Look Once'' [31] , [35] for the purpose of object detection. Object detection is used for extraction of image features as it is the most common problem in the context of smart cities. Moreover, subscriptions from subscribers in the form of ''keywords'' will also direct the feature extraction model to use suitable classifiers, for the enhancement of performance.
The feature extraction model also facilitates the proposed system to include multiple types of operators for processing different features of the multimedia events which also makes it easily transportable to multiple domains and hence generalizable.
e: CLASSIFIERS
DNN based feature extraction model interacts with classifiers using keywords which is a key requirement of the proposed optimization methodology. Classifiers are trained on classes belonging to real-world objects to perform detection. The number of classes per classifier configuration may vary with a change of domains and will be responsible for the robustness of the system. The input ''keywords'' will direct a feature extraction model to choose the suitable classifiers for the processing of image events.
3) FORWARDER
Finally events propagate to the forwarder which will notify users according to their registered subscriptions. The ''forwarder'' is also necessary for the implementation of transport protocols for the purpose of communication.
D. SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION
In order to achieve the goal of performance requirements, a subscription-based optimization technique has been proposed along with MSPE. The feature extraction model within MSPE uses a DNN based technique to identify objects efficiently. Irrespective of providing high-performance capabilities in image recognition, DNN based techniques are also dependent on the trained classifiers for the purpose of object detection. Conventionally, these classifiers are trained on general-purpose datasets consisting of a large number of classes, which may reduce the performance. The division of classifiers on the basis of domain and selection of classifiers on the basis of subscriptions could be a possible solution resulting in improvements in classifier performance. Thus, the proposed optimization is based on the inclusion of ''classifier division and selection approach'' which enables the proposed feature extraction model to choose a suitable classifier on the basis of subscription constraints. The approach is presented with implications of using only n-class classifiers belonging to a particular domain related to subscriptions with optimal values of ''n'' meanwhile neglecting classes of irrelevant domains. Fig. 7 demonstrates the flow of subscriptions for the optimization of MSPE. Suppose registered subscriptions of users
Subscriptions will be analyzed using MEPL, disintegrated into keywords and communicated to the ''feature extraction'' model via ''Subscription Covering based Optimization''. The objective of prior subscription covering based optimization is to remove common keywords resulting in the detection of only person, tennis_racket, motorbike, car and dog as keywords for the feature extraction in the example. The feature extraction model will extract objects using an object detection model (presently ''YOLO'' [31] ) using only specific classifiers related to the prescribed attributes (keywords). For instance ''car'' classifier (single class classifier) will be selected by ''YOLO'' model for the detection of a car. The basic idea is to use only the available classifier which is closely related to the attribute, which can vary from single to n-class classifiers having n ranges 1 to ∞. Practically, it is not possible to design a classifier consisting of all probable classes (∞), and also it is very unlikely that such a classifier would perform better than domain-specific classifiers. The utilization of n-class classifiers related to the particular domain may lead to improvements in performance as compared to the use of a general-purpose classifiers having a large number of classes. For further illustration, we are also considering the traffic, sports, animal and home subscriptions related to classifiers having 8, 9, 10 and 17 classes respectively derived from Pascal VOC [37] and Microsoft COCO [38] datasets. Since the constructed n-class classifiers belong to different domains, they also comply with the goal of generalizability. Lastly, MSPE classifiers also include two general-purpose classifiers with 20 and 80 classes constructed using Pascal VOC and Microsoft COCO for the proof of optimization described in Section-VI-C. The inclusion of classifiers with other larger values of ''n'' is not viable in the present case due to the limitations of YOLO model VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 7. System Optimization using Subscriptions.
performing worse on ImageNet dataset [35] having more than 1000 classes and outperforms other object detection models [35] for real-time event detection.
E. DETECT OPERATOR
The detect operator is a general purpose operator that has been designed for detection of objects in image events. Detect is a binary operator, which consists of two inputs: image event and keyword. Events contain the details of image event, while keyword denotes the name of object that user intends to detect in an image. The return type of the operator is Boolean, either true or false depending on the detection of object in an image. The detect operator is:
Consider the situation in which a subscriber wants to know that a particular object (like car, bus etc.) is present or absent in the current image event. Examples of such kind of queries by using the proposed detect operator, are shown below: The ''DETECT'' operator is implemented using ''You Only Look Once'' [31] , [35] , for the purpose of classifier based object detection. The performance of the detect operator on multiple types of events for handling multiple domain related subscriptions is shown in Fig. 8 .
F. MULTIMEDIA STREAM PROCESSING ALGORITHMS
The utilization of DNN based systems for the purpose of high performance requires a classifier selection technique for the analysis of multimedia events. Thus, we present a method that can analyze multimedia events only once to process multiple subscriptions. In addition, an optimization technique ''subscription-based classifier selection'' for finding classifiers is proposed in this section. The implementation procedures for optimized IoMT based model and handling of commonalities among subscriptions are shown in Algorithm 1 and 2, with description of symbols in Table 3 . 
1) MULTIMEDIA STREAM PROCESSING ENGINE
The proposed multimedia stream processing algorithm uses the following four steps and is based on keyword based optimization for handling commonalities: 1) Finding commonalities among subscriptions for subscription covering based optimization using keywords. 2) Identification of classifier according to the subscribed keyword. 3) Application of object detection for the processing of image events. 4) Notification of user on the matching of image event with subscription.
Let List(L) consist of a sets of subscriptions (Sub i ) with each set consisting of the identity of subscribers (S i ) with a set of keywords ranging from 0 to K j i . Consider a stream of image events as S IE . The algorithm starts with distribution of subscriptions into a two-dimensional adjacency matrix T (K , S) with K as keywords and S as indexes of subscribers corresponding to keywords, using the procedure of handling commonalities. Initialize m and n with the total number of keywords and subscribers respectively. The algorithm keeps on receiving the image events as IE and process them for each keyword k i belonging to T (K , S) with i ranging from 1 to m. Each iteration begins with the identification of class name related to keyword k i and recognition of specific classifier using class name. Thereafter, objects are extracted from image events using the matcher and users notified on matching of class name with objects detected.
2) SUBSCRIPTION COVERING BASED OPTIMIZATION
Algorithm 2 shows the steps of keywords based optimization used for handling commonalities among subscriptions. Keywords based optimization is the procedure of identification of common keywords among all subscriptions and considering them only once for the processing of image events. The procedure of handling commonalities consist of following major steps: 1) Instantiate keyword-subscriber two dimensional matrix using input subscriptions. 2) Identification of keywords for each subscriber. 3) Association of subscriber identities with index of requisite keywords. Let the List(L) be the input and T (K , S) be the output twodimensional adjacency matrix, consisting of keywords and subscribers identifiers. Next, initializes the total number of subscribers as i, counting the total number of keywords as j and assign T (K j i , S i ) as 1 with each keyword K j i belonging to subscriber (S i ) using subscription set (Sub i ).
VI. EVALUATION
On the basis of traditional evaluation metrics, we are using throughput and accuracy to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the multimedia event based system. In addition to these performance metrics, we are also comparing the
Algorithm 1 Multimedia Stream Processing Engine
Input: List (L) of sets of Subscriptions:
(Sub 1 :
IE ← Image_Event(S IE ) 6: for i = 1 to m do 7: classname
classfier ← find_classifier(classname) 9: objects ← matcher(IE, classfier) 10: if (classname objects) then 11: for j = 1 to n do 12: if (T (k i , s j ) = 1) then 13: notify(s j ) 14: end if 15: end for 16: end if 17: end for 18 : end while VOLUME 6, 2018 
Algorithm 2 Subscription Covering based Optimization
Input: List (L) of sets of Subscriptions S:
for 1 to j do 6:
end for 8: end for 9: return T (K , S) single-class classifiers with existing n-class classifiers using precision and recall for the proof of optimization. All experiments have been conducted on Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS (GNU/Linux 4.13.0-26-generic x86_64), with NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPU at 33MHz.
A. EVALUATION METRICS
• Throughput: Number of events matched in a unit time, measured in terms of frames/sec (fps).
• Accuracy: Ratio of correctly predicted observation to the total observations.
• Precision: Ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the total predicted positive observations.
• Recall: Ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the all positive observations of actual class.
B. EVALUATION OF FEATURE EXTRACTION
In order to answer ''How can we perform feature extraction for IoMT events with high performance?'', the proposed approach of using ''DNN based feature extraction operator'' has been evaluated on multiple domain image event streams for its performance and generalizability.
1) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
• Event Sets Four event sets consisting of events related to traffic, sports, home and animals, have been prepared manually using classes of Microsoft COCO dataset [38] .
• Subscription Sets Random subscriptions have been generated manually for each of the applications, by varying the number of users and number of subscriptions per user. Subscriptions consist of attributes having the name of objects for detection like {cat}, {dog}, {cat, dog, horse}, {car, motorbike} etc.
• Matcher Constraints Given a set of n subscriptions S = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n } with collective attributes A = {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a t } and a set of classifiers C = {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c m }, the event matcher has to match events with subscriptions S using classifiers C. The matcher constraint is a condition specified on set of attributes A that belongs to subscriptions S. There exists a subset C of available classifiers C, which covers all attributes of A, i.e., ∃ C ∀(a i A)(C ⊆ C ∧ a i C ), to achieve high performance.
2) EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Experiments have been conducted on randomly generated subscriptions by considering multiple users (m [1, 10] ) and a large number of subscriptions (n [1, 100]) per user. Table-4 summarizes the average accuracy and throughput of the proposed system and also demonstrate the overall improvement in performance for analyzing traffic, sports, home, animal and mixed image event streams. Accuracy of the proposed system is measured with the help of correctly predicted observations (true positives and negatives) with respect to the total number of observation/image events, whereas throughput indicates the number of frames processed per second (fps). Performance has been evaluated for each type of event stream by using three types of classifiers: single class, N-class and 80-class classifiers, to demonstrate the impact of an increased number of classes per classifier on performance. Here the value of ''N'' depends on the application domain which is taken as 8, 9, 17 and 10 for traffic, sports, home and animal classifier respectively. The 80-class classifier serves the purpose of a general classifier having Microsoft COCO classes consisting of multiple domain categories [38] , and it will remain the same throughout all experiments. Additionally, performance has been evaluated by replacing single 80-class classifier with category related single-class classifiers. Results shows that the throughput of the system is increased while having competitive accuracy. The only drawback of using single-class classifiers is the requirement of loading all classifiers at the same time. However, the decrement in throughput as well as accuracy on using 80-class classifier as compared to single class classifiers, shows that the performance of the system will decrease with an increase in the number of classes per classifier. Thus, it will be beneficial to choose the optimal value of ''N'' and consider only the related classes for the construction of a classifier for the purpose of optimization. Consequently, we also evaluated our system on domainspecific (N-Class) classifiers that consistently outperform the other classifiers with an average throughput and accuracy of 110 fps and 66.34% respectively. The high average throughput of the proposed system consisting of N-Class classifiers, for different event streams while achieving high accuracy, signifies the generalizability, efficiency, and effectiveness of the proposed system for real-time applications.
C. PROOF OF OPTIMIZATION
The research question ''How can we optimize feature extraction based on subscription constraints?'', has been analyzed using proposed ''Classifier Division and Selection'' approach with the help of throughput and precision-recall for the proof of optimization. training dataset [38] , to demonstrate the dependence of throughput on the number of classes. Also two other specialized classifiers are trained on Pascal VOC [37] and Microsoft COCO [38] having 20 and 80 classes respectively, for the purpose of comparison of precision and recall.
• Testing Datasets N-Class classifiers are tested on testing datasets of Pascal VOC [37] and MCOCO [38] . Fig. 9 illustrates the relationship of throughput with the number of classes, for n-class classifiers where n ranging from 1 to 80. Here, n-class classifiers refers to a classifier which is trained on n classes. The performance of the system on using single-class classifiers (classifier trained on only one class) will remain constant, with the condition of loading of all classifiers at the same time. Also it can be seen from the graph that the throughput of n-class classifiers is continuously decreasing with an increase in number of classes. This shows that the number of classes is among one of the configuration parameters of classifiers which affect their time complexity with loose upper bound o(n). Thus choosing an optimal value of n according to the required application, is recommended for the optimized solution of constant time complexity O(1). achieved by single-class trained classifiers, which could be the worst possible case of N-class trained classifiers, are also quite promising as compared to other classifiers. Similarly Fig. 10b shows the performance of all three types of classifiers on Microsoft COCO testing dataset. The competitive precision-recall of the approach having N-class classifiers with N=1 is practically indistinguishable as compared to N=20 and N=80 classes, which also indicates the suitability of keeping the value of N as minimal as possible. It implies that choosing lower values of ''N'' related to application domain can improve the throughput of the system and also does not influence its accuracy. Hence the ''classifier division and selection'' approach has proven to be useful for the purpose of optimization of feature extraction.
2) RESULTS & COMPARISON a: THROUGHPUT vs NUMBER OF CLASSES

b: PRECISION-RECALL vs N-CLASS CLASSIFIERS
VII. CONCLUSION
To process multimedia events within the event based paradigm a generalizable IoMT based system has been proposed in this paper. It is based on a deep neural network based feature extraction model expressed as an object detection operator. The proposed model has been optimized by using a classifier selection approach based on subscription constraints. Experiments show that the proposed system achieves an average throughput of 110 frames/sec with an approximate accuracy of 66.34% on real-world events in various applications of smart cities. We show the decrease in performance of classifiers with an increase in the number of classes per classifier, which indicates the effect of number of classes on the performance of proposed system by time complexity o(n). Precision and recall have been evaluated to show the reasonable performance of n-class classifiers even in a worst case scenario. The reduction in throughput with increase in number of classes and promising precision and recall even on small values of n for n-class classifiers, supports choosing the optimal number of classes per classifier to achieve constant high performance. Thus, it is evident that the proposed approach is capable of providing the desired optimization on the basis of classifier configuration using subscription constraints.
In future, it can be useful to analyze the system with other image processing operators. The proposed model can be extended for online training with the introduction of auto/semi-auto generation of classifiers. Such a direction could lead to the inclusion of adaptability in the sense that the system can be generalized or specialized according to the practicality of the model in various scenarios. Optimization of subscriptions and event streams is also another area for future research, which requires the knowledge modeling of IoMT generated data. Lastly, only a single event matcher is developed in the proposed model, support for complex pattern matching is an essential area of interest, which may include detection of patterns in multimedia event processing. Ph He has presented at numerous events and has given invited talks at Berkeley, Stanford, and MIT. His research projects include studies of smart cities, energy intelligence, semantic information management, event-based systems, stream processing, and human-in-the-loop. He is a Vice President of the Big Data Value Association-a non-profit industry-led organization with the objective of increasing the competitiveness of European Companies with data-driven innovation. He is a member of the scientific leadership committee of Insight, and a Lecturer in informatics with the National University of Ireland Galway. VOLUME 6, 2018 
